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 all are working women. Our aim is education, first in the Co-operative
 MLovement, and then in other industrial and social matters which tend
 to our advancement. In the Guild members are educated to buy our
 own co-operatively-made goods; and then they can be sure the goods
 have been made under proper trade-union conditions. We want to
 impress on all around that to encourage cheap labour is no more nor

 less than slow murder and plunder."

 The volume contains several other papers on which space does not
 allow me to comment, and an account of the annual meeting of the

 General Committee, at which reports of the various sub-committees
 were read. There is also a special report of the Conference on Rescue

 Work published separately.

 MONA WILSON

 THE PROCLAMATION OF 1717 REDUCING THE RATING OF
 GOLD COINS

 BIMETALLISTS and gold-standardists so seldom agree on anv point
 about which it is possible to dispute that it seems almost a pity to
 throw doubt on a statement of Lord Liverpool's which seems to have
 been,accepted without question by every authority I have consulted
 on both sides of the controversy. But the interests of historic truth,
 which is a better thing than either gold or silver, compel me to ask,
 Did the famous Proclamation of George I., on December 22, 1717, fix
 the guinea at twenty-one shillings, no more and no less, or did it merely
 prohibit the currency of the guinea at more than twenty-one shillings?

 The piece of gold which became known by the slang name of
 "guinea," because made of gold from Guinea, was coined by Charles II.
 as a twenty-shilling piece,1 and no public authority before 1717 appears
 to have ever endeavoured to raise it above that level. Yet it soon
 became current at a somewhat higher rate, and immediately before
 the great recoinage it is said to have passed for thirty shillings. In
 1696 an Act of Parliament prohibited all persons from taking or paying
 it at any higher rate than twenty-six shillings, and later in the same
 Session another Act lowered this maximum to twenty-two shillings.2:
 In September, 1698, it was represented to the Lords Justices in Council
 "-that the value of guineas at two-and-twenty shillings each is very
 prejudicial to the trade of this kingdom, and particularly to the Im-
 portation of Silver Bullion," and they asked the Council of Trade
 to enquire into the question and report on it. The Council, among
 whom was John Locke, reported that guineas ought to be brought
 down at least to twenty-one shillings and sixpence, and that the Lords
 Justices might "f fitly do it by giving directions that the officers of the

 1 -See the documents in Dana Horton, The Silver Pound, pp. 229, 233.
 2 7 & 8 Will. III. c. 10 and c. 19; in Dana Horton, op. cit., pp. 243, 244, 246.
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 Receipt of His Majesty's Exchequer, and all other the Receivers of
 His Majesty's Revenue, do not take them at a higher rate." Orders
 to the revenue officers not to take guineas at more than twenty-one
 shillings and sixpence were issued on February 15 and 16, 1698-9.1
 The House of Commons was considering the question at the time.
 The report of the Council of Trade was called for on February 10, laid
 before the House on February 14, and on February 16 the House
 declared itself of opinion that no person by reason of the Act of 1696,
 reducing the maximum to twenty-two shillings, was " obliged to take
 guineas at two-and-twenty shillings a-piece." 2

 So far it is agreed that all interpositions of public authority were in
 the direction of fixing maxima for the currency of the guinea. There
 was no attempt, and apparently no desire, to prevent the guinea falling
 below the maximum. But it is said by Lord Liverpool, and everyone
 else after him, that in the proclamation of 1717, precedent was departed
 from, and twenty-one shillings was fixed, not as the maximum at
 which the guinea might circulate, but as the exact sum at which it
 was to circulate.3 Let us look at the Proclamation, which is not in
 Dana Horton's useful collection of documents:-

 BY THE KING,

 A PROCLAMATION,

 Declaring the Rates at which Gold shall be Current in Payments.

 GEORGE R.

 1[VHEREAS the Value of the Gold compared with the Value of the Silver
 in the current Coins of this Realm, as paid and received, is greater in

 Proportion than the Value of Gold is to the Value of Silver in the nleighbouring
 Nations; and the Over-valuation of Gold in the current Coins of this Realm
 hath been a great Cause of carrying out and lessening the Species of the Silver
 Coins thereof, which is highly prejudicial to the Trade of this Kingdom: And
 whereas the Commons in Parliament have by their Address humbly besought
 us, that we should be graciously pleased to issue our Royal Proclamation, to
 forbid all Persons to utter or receive any of the pieces of Gold called Guineas,
 at any greater or higher Rate than one and twenty Shillings for each Guinea,
 and so proportionably for any greater or lesser pieces of coinled Gold; which
 we have graciously condescended unto. Now for and towards remedying the
 said Evil, we have thought fit, with the Advice of our Privy Council, to issue
 this our Royal Proclamation, hereby strictly prohibiting all and every Person
 and Persons whatsoever to utter or receive any of the Pieces of Gold Coin of this
 Kingdom, comimonly called Guineas (which in our Mint were coined only at
 twenty Shillings each, but have been by our Subjects paid and received at the
 Rate of one and twenty Shillings and six Pence each) at any greater or- higher

 ' Dana Horton, op. cit., pp. 250-254.

 2 Journals of the House of Commons.
 3 Lord Liverpool, Coins of the Bealcl, ed. of 1880, p. 95; Dana Horton, op. cit.,

 p. 106; Lord Farrer, Gold Standard Leaflet, No. 8, p. 9.
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 Rate or Value than one and twenty Shillings for each Guinea, and so propor-
 tionably for the Pieces of Gold called half Guineas, double Guineas, and five
 Pound Pieces; and the other Pieces of ancient Gold Coin of this Kingdom,
 which by their wearing may be dimillished in their Weight, at any greater or
 higher Rate than as followeth, That is to say, the Piece of Gold now received
 and paid for three and twenty Shillings and six Perice, to be hereafter received and
 paid for three and twenty Shillings, and no more; the Piece of Gold now re-
 ceived and paid for five and twenty Shillings and six Pence, to be hereafter
 received and paid for five and twenty Shillings, and no more; anld so propor-
 tionably for smaller Pieces of the like Gold Coin: at which Rates and Values
 we do hereby declare the said respective Pieces of coined Gold to be current.
 And we do hereby strictly Charge and Command all our loving Subjects what-
 soever, that they do not presume to receive or pay the Gold Coins of this Realm
 at any greater Rates or Values than the Rates and Values aforesaid, upon Pain
 of our highest Displeasure, and upon Pain of the greatest Punishmelnt that by
 Law may be inflicted upon them for their Default, Negligence, and Contempt in
 this Behalf.

 Given at Our Court at St. James's the Twenty
 Second Day of December, 1717, in the Fourth
 Year of Our Reign.

 God save the KING.'

 Lord Liverpool and his followers, of course, rely on the words
 At which Rates and Values we do hereby declare the said respective

 pieces of coined Gold to be current," but surely it is plain that " the
 said respective pieces " are "the other pieces of ancient gold coin,"
 and not the guineas at all. These ancient pieces are " to be received
 and paid" for certain sums, and are naturally declared current at
 those rates. It would be inconsistent and absurd, and not in accordance
 with the House of Commons' address (which is followed verbally in the
 preamble of the Proclamation) to say that guineas should not pass for
 more than twenty-one shillings, and should be current at that rate.

 The question is of some interest, since if this Proclamation did not
 make a guinea legal tender for twenty-one shillings, we must enquire
 whether anything else did, and the answer is by no means ready to
 hand. A reader of Dana Horton (p. 105, note) might suppose that the
 fact that after 1717 the Mint indentures treat the guineas as twenty-
 one shilling pieces made them legal tender at that rate. But the Act
 19 Hen. VII. c. 5, does not, as Dana Horton says it does, provide that all
 gold and silver coins " shall be current for the sum they were coined
 for," but only that certain gold coins which it names, viz., the sovereign,
 the ryal, and the angel, if whole and of full weight, should be so current.
 The guinea was, of course, not one of these coins even when it was of
 full weight.

 Was the guinea then ever legal tender for twenty-one shillings? or
 -was it merely erroneously supposed to be legal tender for that sum ?
 As early as 1730 the interpretation of the Proclamation subsequently

 I London Gazette, December 21-4, 1717.
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 adopted by Lord Liverpool had been embraced by Conduitt,' but I have-
 been unable to find any authoritative declaration of the law. Conduitt
 himself seems to admit the existence of persons who doubted.2

 E. CANNAN

 THE MUNICIPALITY OF PARIS AND THE UNEMPLOYED.

 ONCE upon a time it -used to be said that one of the miiost un-

 equivocal of the rights which the law of France secured to her citizens.
 was the right to starve without public interference. But even this
 lingering "natural right" of freemen is no longer enjoyed without
 reservation. France has caught the social reform spirit which is abroad
 equally with other Western countries, and the institutions which have

 been set on foot in her large towns for the purpose of coping with

 unemployment and its attendarLt miseries and evils are many and bene--
 ficent. Herein Paris unmistakably leads the way, and a short review
 -based on the most recent official data available-of the work which
 is being done by the metropolitan municipality in this domain will not
 be without suggestiveness for English municipal reformers. It will be
 understood that the laudable efforts in the same direction which are

 exerted by private organisations are not touched in this summary.

 L.-Refuges for Men and Woment.

 Beginning with the most needy -classes-the homeless, the aban-
 doned, the flotsam and jetsam of the streets-the municipality here
 relieves passing misfortune and want by means of an admirable series

 of Refuges, some of them intended simply to offer food and a dry roof
 for the night, others offering shelter for a certain fixed period. There
 are three principal Refuges for men. The chief is the Asile Nicolas-
 Flamel, situated, somewhat ironically, in the Rue du Chateau des
 Rentiers. Here there is a workshop in which employment is provided
 at a moderate rate of pay (2.20 to 3 francs per day) over and above
 -the board and lodging found. In the winter months the least skilled
 of the applicants for admission are put to the making of resinous

 fagots for use in various establishments and services of the munici-
 pality. This experiment was begun in the winter of 1894, and it has
 been attended with considerable success. A workman's earnings are
 retained until he leaves the Refuge, when, as a rule, the sum of from
 25 to 30 francs is found to have accumulated in his favour. But other
 kinds of employment are offered. In general, the municipality con-
 trives, as far as possible, to have all the works of joinery, locksmithry,
 masonry, painting, &c., which are required in connection with its

 1 Select Tracts, ed. W. A. Shaw, p. 222.
 2 Ibid., p. 217, " The reasons given for lowering the gold are that gold ... . either

 is not, or ought not to be, a legal tender at any certain rate."
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